Workshop on Covid-19 Migration impact on the People of Tripura

Times News
Agartala, Aug 16: Jana Unnayan Samiti Tripura (JUST) organized workshop on COVID-19 migration impact on the people of Tripura in collaboration with NESRC, Guwahati at JUST hall Agartala, with different NGOs, University and like-minded people on August 13, 2022.

There were 28 participants who participated in the workshop. 4 PhD scholars from Tripura University and 2 from NGOs presented a paper on "COVID-19 migration impact on the people of Tripura".

Dr. V.M Darlong Asst. Professor from Tripura University was the moderator for the workshop.

Dr. Walter Fernandes Director of NESRC was the special guest during the workshop.

During the workshop there was a panel discussion on how to develop the economy of the village by identifying local resource through various methods, build up self confidence among the villages by giving skill training and prevent forced migration from villages.

Fr. Lathees S Director of JUST ended the workshop with a vote of thanks and how to carry forward by collaborating all the NGOs, Scholars, University and like-minded people to bring into action.